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Welcome to this edition of our E - News-
letter, and our thanks to all who have 
submitted items to help make it interesting. 

A big thank you to Martin Waddingham for 
taking over the Web-site updating,, entering 
details of trials and results, whilst also 
supervising our Facebook page. 

To add to all this Martin is currently 
preparing our newsletter, which will go on 
our web page. Any   members not able to 
access a computer please let me know and 
we may be able to print a copy for you. 

 

I would also like to pass on a thank you to 
Wensley  Middleton, who has for a number of 
years administrated our Web site, but the 
change in format was proving to be 
challenging together with the lure of a 
warmer winter in Northern Australia, so 

thanks Wensley enjoy the warm weather, see 
you in the summer. 

Having finished our Summer and Autumn 
trials with some good trials and keen 
competition we now have a break till spring 
when we kick off in October. The results of 
our trials together with dates for coming 
trials can be seen on our website. 

Come spring our numbers will be deleted by 
the members  travelling to West Australia for 
the 2016 Supreme Australian Sheep Dog 
Championships, best of luck to Malcolm 
,Michael, Bernard, Ross, Vicki, Carmen, 
Carol, Louise and any others travelling west. 

Last weekend we had a very successful 
Judges training day hosted by Michael and 
Louise Grant at their property Westbury. The 
number of competitors on a nice winter’s day 
was surprising we ran from 10 am to 2.30p 
working approx. 6 dogs and we all judged, it 
was very pleasing to see the number of 
newer workers attending. I gather from the 
attendees that they all gained much 
confidence from the exercise and I am sure 
we have helped these workers take the next 
step into judging Trials successfully. All the 
difficult questions were answered and the 
bonus for these people is that it will help 
them be more successful trial workers 

A thank you to Bernard,, Malcolm and 
Michael who helped me with the course and 
thanks to all who attended on the Saturday. 

The “sneaker sheep drovers” delivered 

another mob of sheep from the lake country 
to Bothwell, in May this year, the weather 
was good and as some of the sheep had 
travelled this route before they travelled 
much better over the 3 day journey. Thanks 
to the droving crew for performing this 
money raising venture. 

As President of our association my biggest 
concern for our future is the loss of trials for 
various reasons, members becoming too old 
to organize, sheep not being available, I 
would like members to make efforts to 
investigate any opportunities where we 
could run a trial. I believe we need to look at 
venues on properties or where sheep are 
available without the need to cart sheep 
perhaps we should approach sheep farmers 
you know of in your local area. 

Finally I would like to express our sympathy 
in the loss of a long time member in Lionel 
Farrell of Reedy Marsh, he provided support 
and encouragement to many members in his 
area, running trials and providing them with 
sheep to work. 

Better news, Wes Singline is up and about 
(Slowly) after a long illness, our best wishes 
to Wes and Bonny, keep the wood on that 
fire. 

Lance Clifford 

President T.W.S.D.A. Inc. 
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Arthritis is very common in dogs as they age, 
particularly those who have spent their lives 
jumping fences and taking knocks from 
livestock. Signs of arthritis include: 

 reluctance to jump fences 
or on/off the ute  

 slowing down of pace in 
the paddock  

 being slower or stiff in the 
morning and then 
improving once the dog is 
up and going 

 reduction in muscle mass 
particularly in the back 
legs 

 

There are a few simple things that you can do 
to improve your dog’s quality of life in their 
senior years and also extend their working 
lives prior to retirement. One is to keep their 
weight under control (fat labradors are a 
classic example as they often have dreadful 
joint problems) and the other is to maintain 
their muscle mass. Arthritis causes pain, so 
the dog exercises less and loses muscle mass. 
Less muscle to support the joints means 
more pain, so the cycle continues in a similar 
way to people.  

Like people, dogs can benefit greatly from 
swimming. This strengthens their muscles 
while putting less stress on their joints. Dogs 
that like to chase balls/sticks are better off 
jumping into a dam to retrieve something 
than running across a paddock. Obviously it 
is a little kinder to limit this sort of exercise to 
at least slightly sunny days and not frosty 
mornings. Exercise on land is best kept 
largely to a reduced pace for older dogs, such 
as jogging rather than mad running. Some 
dogs are still keen to run but then pay for it 
the next day – they are noticeably stiff and in 
some cases lame.  

There are lots of drugs on the market to help 
with arthritis:  

Special ‘senior’ diets have supplements 
added, or supplements themselves can be 
bought as tablets or powders from vets or 
Jamieson's Statewide Rural…Lee will offer 
you a good deal I’m sure. All of these 
products say on the label somewhere that 
hey MAY help. They won’t hurt and do often 
take a few weeks to work. I usually suggest 
to clients that they buy a bottle/bag and if 
they haven’t seen any change by the end of it 
then reconsider buying another one. You do 
need to remember to give the amount on the 
bottle every day for the product to work. I 
have tried a couple brands out on Spot and 
have seen some improvement; they take the 
edge off his arthritis which is enough to make 
them worth continuing. The more advance 
the arthritis the less obvious any 
improvement will be. The active ingredients 
are Omega 3 fatty acids. Another option is to 
buy fish oil capsules. These aren’t always as 
effective as the dog specific products but can 
work out a bit cheaper. The main side effects 
to watch for are vomiting/diarrhoea and 
weight gain. A safe starting dose for an adult 
15-25kg dog is one 1000mg capsule 
(containing 300mg combined EPA + DHA) 
once daily.  

Arthritis injection courses are also available 
through vets. The usual deal is you pay for an 
initial consultation and the cost of the 
injections, and get one each week for 4 
weeks. They do need to be spread out over a 
month to work. The effect varies between 
dogs; some are significantly improved and 
others don’t show much change. The course 
of 4 injections lasts for 3-6months, 
depending again on the dog, and many 
people will time the course to cover 
autumn/winter with some repeating it for the 
warmer months. The drug is injected under 
the skin and improves the joint fluid volume 
and cartilage integrity and doesn’t have any 
notable side effects on other organs. 

A final option is anti-inflammatory drugs. 
These do require a vet consult, although 
depending on the clinic and client most vets 
are happy to continue supplying them on an 
ongoing basis if required provided the dog is 
seen every 6-12months at the clinic. This is 
the most expensive option and as these 
medications can cause side effects such as 
stomach ulcers it is sometimes suggested 
that blood tests are done at intervals, 
depending on the dog and dose prescribed. 

Anti-inflammatory drugs when used 
correctly are the most effective treatment 
available so can become quite valuable in 
later years as arthritis progresses. It’s a bad 
idea to use human anti-inflammatory tablets 
as the concentrations and type of the active 
ingredients vary and none are registered for 
use in dogs, so the chances of causing 
stomach ulcers/kidney damage etc are 
significant, especially if used over an 
extended period of time.  

 

Arthritis often shortens the working lives and 
lifespans of dogs. Common sense measures 
like a warm kennel and moderated exercise 
do help make a difference. The food 
supplements, arthritis injection courses and 
anti-inflammatory medications can also be 
very good options to keep semi-retired and 
retired workers more comfortable in their 
senior years. Recent research is also showing 
that omega 3 dietary supplements, at correct 
dosages, can not only slow arthritis 
progression but also its development. Given 
how much effort is invested in training each 
dog, any option to extend their working life is 
definitely worth thinking about.  

 

 

Megan ROWLES BVetBio/BVSc 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VET TALK: Arthritis 
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Liscannor Pace was purchased by Lance 
Clifford on the 28.5.75. Pace was not let work 
sheep till 8 months of age but at 9 months 
was capable of working a good trial and 
showing exceptional ability. 

Pace won the un-official Novice at Meander 
at his first trial at 10 months of age, scoring 
80 pts. 

In his next 3 runs he had scores above 80, 
then followed a trip to then mainland in 
March 1975 where he performed well at 
Canberra, Molong, Nyngan and in his last 
trial at Murrurundi N.S.W., he scored the 
highest score of the trial, 92 points to win the 
Improver Trial and gain 2

nd
 in the Open, 

where over 100 dogs participated. He was 
very unlucky not to win the open as the final 
was worked under lights and as he was 
pushing the sheep on the bridge one came 
out over him leading to disqualification. The 
other dogs in the final would not attempt to 
force the sheep at the bridge just held them 
there till time. 

On  returning to Tasmania, Pace ran 2
nd

 to 
his half-sister Liscannor Trixie at the 
Cambridge field trial (Capt.Payne Course) 
Scoring 90 -  86, the next trial at Wynyard he 
ran 3

rd
 scoring 87 -86, this trial was  also won 

by Liscannor Trixie. He followed that trial up 
with a 2

nd
 at St.Leonards scoring 86 -87. 

Pace was 2
nd

 in the State Consistency Trophy 
for the 1976 / 77 year. He was beaten by Mr 
Len Smith’s Wansteads Prinny who won the 
award 5 years consecutively. 

In May 1978 Pace travelled to the Victorian 
Championships at the old Werribee airport 
with a cast in excess of 400 mts. In this event 
the sheep were placed in a pen for the let out 
and not released till the dog was over half 
way to them. Pace was equal first in the cast 
lift and draw, and in my team of three dogs,  
won the 3 dog aggregate , Liscannor Pace, 

Liscannor Trixie and Liscannor Ross who all 
ran scores. 

Pace won the State consistency trophy 
1978/79, 1979 / 80 and was equal first in the 
1982/83 with Michael Grant’s Singline’s  
Jessie, the next year 1983 / 84 Jessie had a 
narrow victory over Pace. 

 In 1979 at the Moriarty trials Pace won the 
Open Trial scoring 80 – 96 and dogs sired by 
Pace and bred at the Le Cliff Kelpie Stud ran 
2

nd
 in the Open, 1

st
 in the Improver trial and 

1
st

 and 2
nd

 in the Novice trial 

In October 1979 Pace won the Launceston 
Show Championship and the judge Mr B 
Johns of South Australia commented that 
the dogs competing were consistently better 
than those on the mainland. He described 
Pace’s performance as outstanding. Mr Johns 
a Border collie breeder, said the kelpie’s work 
was the equivalent of the best Border collie 
on the mainland. 

In 1979 Pace was selected to be included in 
the movie” Manganinnie” this was filmed in 
various parts of Tasmania over 6 weeks. In 
one scene his role included attacking a 
convict filmed at night from a Cherry Picker 
with lighting and during the attack scene the 
convict fired of a pistol. Not long after the 
start of filming everyone was referring to 
Pace as “Pace the Wonder Dog”.   

Two days after finishing work on the film 
Pace went to the Devonport Show Trial and 
scored 100 in his first run judged by Henry 
Homan.  

In 1980 at the first Yard Dog trial ever held, 
Pace ran 2

nd
, followed that up with a 2

nd
 the 

next year in the Tas. Yard Dog Championship 
1981. Pace also followed up that year with a 
2

nd
 in the Launceston Show yard Dog Trial 

and 2
nd

 in the Launceston Show 3 sheep trial, 
followed by a win in a yard dog event held at 
Meander.  

In 1983 at 9 years of age, Pace travelled to 
West Aust. Pace competed in a 
Championship Trial at Mananup, where he 
ran 2

nd
 to Phil Slade’s dog by a few points. 

Pace and myself made a bad mistake , after 
putting the sheep into the pen, Pace walked 
in on the far corner of the gate  as is normal 
in Tas. Pen, but with a wider gate and 
needing it  to be closed, the sheep came out 
and cost me a few points and the  win. 

In 1985 Pace ran another 100 pts. under 
Judge ,Wes Singline.  Pace followed up later 
in the year, after his 11

th
 birthday  at 

Scottsdale Show trial , Pace ran 99 – 90 and , 
placed 2

nd   
 to  a dog which failed to pen in its 

final run, at that time the pen was only worth 
6 points. It was very disappointing not to win, 
the judge later said he had to take a point as 
he would never give a dog a 100. That was 
Pace’s last trial and he retired. 

Pace’s record of 20 trial wins, 12 seconds and 
12 thirds in Tasmanian trials  from 1976 stood 
for many years till Malcolm Taylor and Floss 
and maybe other dogs of recent years. 

At the time Liscannor Pace was working we 
had many notable competitors and a number 
of very good dogs. I would consider our 
competition was at its strongest during those 
years.  

Very good competitors at the time were 
Frank Fish, Arthur Dwyer, George Green, 
Cliff Exton, Henry Walsh, Dudley Rattray, 
Max Semmens, Len Smith, Wes Singline, Ted 
Gaby, Henry Homan, Michael Grant , Bill 
Breen, Bern Bramich Trevor Webb, Robin 
Barratt and Malcolm Saward. 

The top dogs were, Minieburn Sam, Linton 
Pete, Wansteads Prinny, Stockmans Tink, 
Lockerby Floss, Stockmans Penny, Bengeo 
Panda, Singlines Raffle, Walshes King, 
Munden Wal, Heathbrae Flo, Stockmans 
Frangi Pania ,Firhill Jane, Singlines Jessie, 
Stockmans Brother, Onnawinner Teena, 
Connollys Flash Onnawinner Toby, 
Stockmans Lady and Firhill Jane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LISCANNOR PACE.    

Bred by Mr. T.P. McCormack, Liscannor. 
Kelpie Stud, Tallangatta, Vic.               

Sire:           Rockybar Buff 

Dam:         Liscannor Emma  

  

   Workers Top Dogs! 
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How did the Border Colllie 
call his sheep ?? 

On his eye-phone !!!!! 
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Well the trial season has come to a halt for a 
break over the winter period. 

Time to look back and congratulate winners 
and look at how the major awards are 
looking. 

Bothwell 2016 

The Open trial was won by Bernard 
McGalashan and Crash. 

 

Lee Jamieson with Kimi finished second in 
the open. 

 

The Improver was won by Carol Walduck and 
Becky. 

 

Novice was also won by Carol with Charm. 

 

Geoff Elmer working Rip at Bothwell.   

 

Pyenganna 2016 . 

Well worth the long and winding road trip to 
Pyenganna a lush green area of Tasmania 
famous for its cheese.  Despite its small 
population the trial is well supported. 

Day 1 was a Supreme course and was won by 
Bernard McGlashan with Kiwi. 

 

Day 2 was a Trans-Tasman course and after 
some instruction from the experienced 
members everyone enjoyed the experience 
with Michael Grant and Minty winning the 
day. 

 

 

Hamilton 2016. 

Bruce Doliver and Blue triumphed at 
Hamilton and won the Open trial.   

Agfest 2016. 

 

One of our major trials (social event) for the 
year. 

 

 

Congratulations to Michael Grant and Dot 
taking out the Open. 

 

The Improver saw Harry Allen and Cash take 
out first place. 

 

Novice was won by Martin Waddingham and 
his young dog, Ted. 

 

Greenhills 2016. 

Once again Michael Grant and Dot starred 
winning the open under difficult conditions 

 

TWSDA Consistency Leader board  
Fleetwood Dot    6pts 

McGlashans Crash   5pts 

Shannandoah Joe   5pts 

Clearwater Kiwi   4pts
  

Trial Results 2016  


